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Some twenty years  ago the case was made for the Italian humanist Cornelio
Vitelli (c.  1450—c.  1525), who implied that he was of  a  patrician family of
Cortona, teaching Greek at Oxford to William Grocyn (c. 1445—1519), and to
Thomas  Linacre (c. 1460—1524); his courses in Greek and Latin were sponsored
by the University, those in  Greek  being the first such in the university’s history.
It was indicated as  most  likely that Vitelli had resided in Oxford on two separate
occasions. The first was as  praelector  at New  College, sometime between 1481
and January 1487. The second was for some two years from the autumn of 1490
at least, when he rented rooms from Exeter  College, presumably privately tutor-
ing.‘ Here new light is  cast  on both visits.2 Initially examined, and essentially
unequivocal, is testimony that limits Vitelli’s first residence to two years from
early 1485 to  late  in 1486.  T  he  case is examined for  Vitelli  returning to England
in late 1489 in  quest  of royal patronage, perhaps as tutor to the three-year old
Prince Arthur. In this bid he failed and so returned to Oxford, where he was

invited with two other Italians as  a  guest of the vice-president of Magdalen
College to lunch on Christmas Day, almost  certainly 1490. In the context of
Vitelli’s  career the suggestion advanced for this invitation is that he was being
considered for  a  teaching post at the  College’s  School. Finally, and certainly,
Vitelli returned to the Italian peninsula, where from 1508 at least until 1525, he

held an important and rewarding ecclesiastical position, confirmation that
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he was in holy orders; one would have supposed him in clerical orders—at
least  a  deacon, preferably a priest—to be eligible for his university posts.

Narrowing the first period of  Vitelli’s  Oxford sojourn proved impossible
from documents  existing now in Oxford, as the University’s registers are no
longer  extant  for the years in question. However, two  Venetian  governmental
minutes in the  Venetian State  Archives effectively limit Vitelli’s first visit to
Oxford.  They reveal  that  from May 1483  until  most  probably the end of  1484,
Vitelli replaced, initially certainly on a temporary basis, Giorgio Merula
(c.  1421—1494) as reader in Rhetoric in Venice. In this capacity Vitellf was  paid
by the Venetian government to lecture twice a day in  that  city. These lectures in
‘eloquence  and the humanities’ were public, delivered in the Ospitaletto (hos-
pice for the infirm) situated near the Campanile of the Piazza di San Marco. As
this location was in the proximity of the Chancery School, the lectures were
sometimes attended by the  School’s  students, but  they did not constitute an
integral part of the curriculum, and the post was not attached to the School.3

The circumstances of Vitelli’s appointment as public reader were unusual.
In consequence of the ambitions of Pope  Sixtus  IV and of the Venetian
Republic to take territory from the duchy of Ferrara, they united in a league to
that end; accordingly from 1482  Venice  was at war with the duchy of Milan,
which supported the duke of Ferrara in an opposing coalition. This war lasted
until the Peace of of Bagnolo, which was concluded on  7  August 1484.4 Merula
had taught privately in  Venice  for some two years prior to being appointed in
1468 by the  Venetian  government to his public readership with a salary of 120
Venetian ducats annually; he was  a  citizen of Alessandria (hence known as
Giorgio Alessandrino), a  city then within the duchy of Milan.5 Thus  in  1482
Merula was residing in  Venice  as a citizen of a power at war with  Venice.
Probably on  6  May 1483 Merula, with the permission of the Venetian authori-
ties, which given the circumstances was essential, left  Venice  on two  months’

unpaid leave, ostensibly to attend to personal  matters  in Alessandria, where his
family lived and where he had property. Actually for several years previously,
Ludovico  Sforza, the duchy of Milan’s regent, had been exerting pressure on
Merula to accept  a  post at the duchy’s university of  Pavia, whose reputation
Sforza sought to enhance. By the spring of 1483 Merula had come to appreci-
ate  that  further procrastination regarding the regent’s insistence that he accept
the post at Pavia was likely to  have  serious consequences for his family, as
Sforza had hinted.6 No doubt Merula feared he himself might be framed as an
enemy agent by Sforza, a  real enough concern, as Giorgio  Valla  (1447—1500) of
Piacenza, in the duchy of Milan, a successor in Merula’s  post, was to find in

1496  when he was tortured and imprisoned by the Venetian authorities for
supposed complicity in Milanese intrigues against  Venice.  Circumspectly
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Merula did not explain to the Venetian authorities  that  his reason for leaving

Venice  was to take an appointment at Pavia.7 On 6 May 1483 it was agreed by

the  Pien  Collegio, a Senate Committee, that  a  certain Cornelio (not otherwise

specified) should be appointed to Merula’s post until the latter returned. By

then the  Venetian  authorities probably had an inkling of Merula‘s real motive

for seeking to leave  Venice, so deemed his return improbable; at the same time

they maintained the fiction that he would, as being convenient for appointing a

successor in his post on  a  temporary basis, particularly as war restricted avail-

able candidates, and the post needed to be filled quickly.“
The individual appointed to Merula’s post can confidently be identified as

Cornelio  Vitelli, then in  Venice.  Vitelli‘s earliest known work eulogized
Federico da Montefeltro, ruler of Urbino, in an undated Latin epigram,

reminiscent of  Ovid  and Martial. It referred to the dedicatee as duke, an hon-

our conferred on 20 August 1474. It is found in  a  collection of similar lauda-

tory verse perhaps compiled for the ducal library about 1475. It appears

Vitelli’s earliest bid—and it proved unsuccessful—for patronage, perhaps as
tutor to the  duke’s  son, Guidobaldo, born in January 1472. On 1 April 1478
Vitelli gave  the funeral oration for Angela; née Thiene, the wife of  Paolo  Leoni,

a patrician of Padua. From the oration’s preface, addressed to  Pietro, Paolo’s
son, it is reasonable to assume  that  then  Vitelli  was Pietro’s tutor. By 1481 he

was in  Venice, it seems teaching sons  of  Venetian  patricians; about this time he

gave lectures at Padua, possibly with university permission, in the hope of

attracting students and a university post.
Vitelli studied Martial in some depth and brought himself to the  attention

of the  Venetian  authorities by an  attack  on the scholarship of Merula. He

claimed that Merula knew little of Martial, had corrupted Pliny, and was

poorly acquainted with Greek. He printed this invective in Venice in an

undated tract (probably of early 1482), which he dedicated to Ermolao

Barbaro the Younger (c. 1453—1492); Barbaro was instrumental in 1484 in the

appointment of Vitelli’s successor to the  post  of public reader in  Venice, but
may have  supported Vitelli in May 1483 when he obtained the position.9

There is further evidence for  identifying the Cornelio appointed in May

1483  with Vitelli. In the summer of 1483 Marco Antonio Sabellico (born M.A.

Coccio, c. 1436—1506) of Vicaro, near Tivoli in the Roman Campagna, eventu-
ally published in Padua his history entitled: De  vetustate Aquileinsis patriae

liber primus-sextus.  The  text  of the publication commenced (folio A2) with a

letter from Merula addressed to the author, wherein the work was highly com-

mended; the very last folio (M6) provided a similar letter to the author, signed

in full as from Cornelio Vitelli. Neither letter was dated, but that from Merula

certainly was prior to 18 October 1482, since it is found in the manuscript
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version of the history, which the author presented on  that  day to Benedetto
Trevisan, the  Venetian  Lieutenant of the Friuli, at a meeting of Udine’s city

council. Vitelli’s letter was not in this presentation manuscript, hence appar-

ently post-dated it. In the printed version of 1483 Vitelli’s letter was followed

by a  congratulatory poem addressed to Sabellico, which was composed by
Pilade Bresciano (otherwise Gianfrancesco Boccardo of Brescia, died 1506).

Piladc  was  a  friend of  Vitelli  to whom was dedicated his brief  treatise  on time

(wherein doubts again were  cast  on Merula’s scholarship); this work was pub-

lished in Venice  with  Vitelli’s invective against Merula in his tract dedicated to

Barbaro.'° Given the printing of the tributes by Vitelli  and Pilade on the last

page of Sabellico’s history, these appear last-minute inclusions, introduced as

the work was being printed, presumably when Vitelli was in Merula’s  post; this
would mean that the book—without  a  publication date—could not  have  left

the press until after  6  May 1483, perhaps being published in June, a  few months

before the publisher’s death the following October.”
An apology in defence of Merula’s scholarship, which  exposed Vitelli  to vir-

ulent invective, was printed in 1482. Its author supposedly was Paolo Romuleo

of  Reggie  nell’Emilia, otherwise unknown and presumably a  pseudonym, per-

haps for Merula himself. Evidently from 1482 the enmity between Merula and

his two detractors, Vitelli and Pilade, was common knowledge to Venetian

scholars, so the publication of commendations to Sabellico from the three in

one volume warrants further consideration. Sabellico was unlikely to have

sought and included  Vitelli’s  letter and Pilade’s poem while Merula remained in
post  in  Venice.  Once Merula’s permanent departure was known—which was

when he began lecturing at Pavia—their inclusion, and the offence they would

give Merula, then an alien in a  state  at war with  Venice, appeared less impor-

tant than the recommendation of three scholars. Three years later Merula had

his revenge, castigating Sabellico‘s history of Venice on its publication.'2

Sabellico had travelled to the  Veneto  from Rome in 1472 in the service of

Angelo Fasolo (bishop of Feltre, 1464—1490).  The following year he obtained

the  post  of master at  Udinc’s  communal school, where eventually he became

its rector. However, in September 1483, shortly after publication of his history

of the Friuli, he resigned his  post  in Udine, and by December was in Venice.

One can suppose that he had his sights set on a post of university status in  that
city of the kind held by Merula and his successor. Two years later he was

appointed to a post there at the Chancery School, and held it until his  death;
his history of the Friuli was likely to have been instrumental in his appoint-

ment.l3
Vitelli apparently remained in post as state rhetorician in  Venice  until

December  1484.  On 3 December 1484 the  Venetian  Senate authorized the  Pien
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Collegio  to begin negotiations with Giorgio Valla to fill the post formerly held
by Merula, at a salary of between  a  hundred and fifty and two hundred
ducats." Sometime early in 1485  Valla  arrived in  Venice  to  take  the  post, and
this he held until his death in 1500, despite the already mentioned contretemps
of 1496. In  1484  Valla had a post at the University of Pavia, as then did
Merula, and perhaps by enticing Valla from  Pavia  to  Venice  the  Venetian
government could believe Ludovico Sforza had been paid in like coin for
depriving Venice  of Merula the previous year. Presumably Valla, for his part,
resented the very high salary of three hundred and seventy-five Milanese  florins
that Merula  received at Pavia, and welcomed the opportunity to take Merula’s
former post at Venice.I5

The Peace of Bagnolo had ended hostilities between  Venice  and Milan on
7 August 1484, and thereafter  there  was no obstacle to contact between the
Venetian authorities and  a  Milanese subject, as Valla was. Why was there some
four  months’ delay between the Peace and the  Senate’s  resolution  regarding
Valla? Time was probably taken in informal soundings as to Valla’s willingness
to come to  Venice, while Vitelli’s contract probably had been renewed for  a

year from January 1484. At  this  time on the  Italian  peninsula a city’s govern-
ment was responsible for all appointments to its university and to its communal
school. Often  these  appointments were annual, though after  a  probationary
period, tenure of two or more years might be conceded in order to retain in
post  a  teacher recognized as highly competent; in some instances, too, the

annual renewal became  a  mere formality.16
In the  Venetian  Senate’s minute of  3  December  1484  concerning the negoti-

ations for  Valla  Merula was mentioned, but not his successor Vitelli. Seemingly
by then he was not in the running for reappointment, even on an annual basis.17
No reason is given indicating why this was so, and his  name’s  omission may
simply be a matter of the  minute’s  terse drafting. Vitelli was contentious and
probably convinced  that  he was undervalued, on the evidence of the short
duration of his appointments. Perhaps significantly Ermolao Barbaro strongly
advocated Valla, while at least one other Venetian patrician, namely Pietro
Dandolo, most  likely had opposed Vitelli’s original appointment." A  possi-
bility is  that  during 1484 Vitelli, disgruntled at the terms of his appointment
and aware of  antagonism  towards him on the part of Merula’s supporters
among the patriciate, determined to leave  Venice  while he was able to negotiate
on the strength of the prestigious  post  that he held, so had made contact with
New College, Oxford. Knowledge of these circumstances may have been what
determined the  Venetian  authorities to look to Valla as a replacement early in
December without reference to Vitelli.

Vitelli  certainly began his  course  of lectures at Louvain University on
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1 February 1487, hence his election as  praelector  at New College, Oxford,

probably was with a two-year contract commencing in January 1485.I9 Thomas
Chaundler (c. 1417-1490) is known to have been absent from duty as dean of

Hereford (a position held from 1482 until his death) in order to visit Oxford in

late March  1486. This, most  likely, was when he made reply to Vitelli’s lecture,
delivered as  praelector, mentioned by Leland as existing in the chancery of the'

bishopric of Bath and Wells, probably in the  15305.” One can  appreciate  the

College’s  choice of Chaundler for this distinction. he had been vice-chancellor

of the University and likewise its chancellor, while in 1480 he was appointed

apostolic protonotary. He had been simultaneously chaplain and warden of

New  College, prior to becoming dean of Hereford. His writings, notably his

‘Collocutiones’ and ‘Allocutiones’, were held in high esteem in academic

circles; Cicero, quoted frequently directly from his works, was a favoured

source, and among other Latin authors to whom references  were  made were

Seneca, Horace and Vergil.“ Unsurprisingly he knew no Greek, since he had

not studied at  a  university on the Italian peninsula, as had contemporaries who

did: Robert Fleming (c. 1416—1483) and William Selling . (c. 1430—1494);

Chaundler cited Greek authors by way of Latin classical  texts, and  also  from

the humanist translations of the Greek  texts  to be found in Oxford libraries.22

Both  Merula and Vitelli had established themselves in  Venice  by private

teaching in that  city prior to their public appointment.  This  held true for

Merula’s two immediate predecessors: Gianmario Filelfo (1426—1480), who

had been  heard  lecturing in  Venice  by no  less a  person than the doge prior to

his appointment, and George of Trebizond (c. 1395—1486), who had success;

fully tutored privately in Venice, even if it was twenty-three years prior to his

becoming its  state  rhetorician.23 Valla  had not previously taught in  Venice, or

even on the Venetian  terraferma, before his appointment to Vitelli’s  post, and

the fact that his background did not conform to pattern may give  some  empha-

sis to the circumstances of his appointment. George of Trebizond, Merula and

Benedetto Brognolo (known as Prunulus, 1427—1502) of Legnago—appointed
to teach humanities at the Chancery School in  Venice  in 1466 (a post which he

retained until his death)—are mentioned specifically in the governmental min-

utes of appointment as being outstanding in their knowledge of both  Latin  and

Greek.24 The contemporary Venetian patrician Marino Sanudo the Younger
(1466—1533) made  the same point regarding Valla.25 Presumably at his initial

appointment  Vitelli  was judged by the  Venetian  authorities to be broadly

similar in teaching competence and academic standing to his predecessor and

his successor. Against the background of the  state  readership in rhetoric in

Venice, held by such distinguished scholars as Gianmario Filelfo, George of

Trebizond and Merula, Vitelli’s election as  pruelector  at New College, Oxford _
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is the more readily explicable, and his capacity to  have  taught Greek there is
substantiated. Polydore  Vergil  (c.  1470—c.  1555), who arrived in England in
1503, mentioned Vitelli  very briefly indeed in his  history, the insertion dating to
some  time between 1514 and 1534. Vergil referred to  Vitelli  as being the first to
teach ‘bonas leteras’, that is both Latin and Greek, at Oxford, a  claim not
lightly to be  dismissed.“

Ludovico Bruno (31 October 1434—6 February 1508) of Acqui, in the duchy
of Milan, had been appointed on 19 January 1478 to the newly created Chair of
Poetry at Louvain University on the recommendation of Maximilian (only son
of the emperor Frederick III) and his wife Mary (only daughter of the deceased
Charles the  Bold, duke of Burgundy).  Bruno’s  initial stipend in  post  was annu-
ally forty peters (equivalent to fifty gold  crowns). His lectures as professor of
classical poetry proved so satisfactory that on 3 February 1479, on the annual
confirmation of his tenure, the stipend was increased (the amount is not
known) thereby enabling him to engage  a  manservant. Bruno had studied law
in Italy, had  a  doctorate in civil and canon-laws, and moved to the Low

Countries prior to early 1477.  On 31  July that  year he matriculated at Louvain
University and in November published at the press of Johann von Paderborn
in Louvain  a short  work entitled:  Carmina gratulatoria  in  adventu  et  coniugio
Maxmz'liam', which  congratulated the young archduke on his marriage to
Mary; it was this work that resulted in the couple’s patronage for the Louvain
University Chair. Bruno taught for eight years at Louvain, the last payment to

him being on 11 June 1486. Six days later he left Louvain, seemingly dis-
gruntled that the university had refused him permission to teach law there.
During tenure of the Chair he remained in  contact  with  Maximilian’s court,
and in August  1479  published, again with Johann von Paderborn, a  Gratulatio
ad  Maximilianum  de  victoria  Morinensi  triumphantem, followed up in April
1486 with a  like  work congratulating Maximilian on his coronation as King of
the Romans. On 28 May following Maximilian created him a Count Palatine
and Bruno left Louvain for service at  Maximilian’s  court.27

The Chair of Poetry at Louvain University presumably attracted Vitelli as  a
means of patronage at court. One can suppose  that  following Bruno’s depar-
ture from Louvain in 1486 Vitelli  took  soundings while  praelector  at New
College. His appointment at Louvain, as mentioned already, was in effect by
1 February 1487 (interestingly the university records specified him as being of
Piedmont). Vitelli’s stipend was  a  modest thirty guilders annually, and on
24 November 1487 he was paid  a  portion of his stipend in advance, with a
surety against his death or absconding before the sum advanced had been
earned. Unfortunately all subsequent records concerning Vitelli’s  tenure at
Louvain University are missing; it is possible, though, that he remained there
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some two years. Seemingly while  in post. following Bruno’s example, he made
overtures for patronage to the Burgundiun court, probably seeking to become

tutor in the humanities of the young duke  of Burgundy, Philip the Handsome
(1478—1506). He sent  a  letter accompanying Latin poems to the boy, and  also
to his teacher. Francois  de Busleyden of  Arlon  (c.1460-1502).  Vitelli  addressed

two Latin  distichs  to  Arnold  de  Bost  (1446—1499), a Carmelite in contact with

influential continental  scholars, among them Ermolao Barbaro of  Venice  and
Robert Gaguin of Paris?8 The outcome of these  bids  appears to have been his
transfer to Paris, where he was by the autumn of 1489. On 5 September his
request to the university authorities there was granted, and he was authorized
to lecture daily on the classical poets for an hour after lunch. Seemingly the
implication  of  university authorization  and the  timing of the lectures is that the
latter were unendowed and of humanist content not yet part of the curricu-
lum.29 That  same day like  requests were  acceded by the university authorities to
two of  Vitelli's compatriots, who were likewise Greek scholars, namely Fausto
Andrelini (c.1460—1518) of  Forli‘ and  Girolamo  Balbi (born Girolamo
Accellini, 1454-1 535) of Venice; the former had reached  Paris  in 1488, the latter

in the second half of 1485.3" Evidently no stipend was attached to the lectures,
delivered competitively as a means of attracting fee-paying students to be
tutored privately by the  lecturer; apparently the University of Paris was  becom-
ing more receptive to the  Stmlia Immanitutis.  Balbi, on his initial arrival in Paris,
had made friends  with  Guillaume  Tardif‘ until  he saw him as  a  rival, when he

attacked the  latter‘s  competence as  a  grammarian. On 14 March  1486  he
formally asked the university authorities  to examine  Tardif‘s  scholarship. Not
surprisingly in September 1489 Balbi. furious at  permission  to lecture being
given to Vitelli and Andrelini, as  well  as to himself, denounced their scholarship
as fraudulent.“l Robert Gaguin (1433—1501), who at  first  had welcomed Balbi to

Paris, became drawn  into  the  quarrel, though  his intention probably had been
merely to promote humanist studies at the  university.  Andrelini  retained the
support of many colleagues and students, while  Vitelli, having made enemies of
Gaguin, Andrelini  and Balbi, soon  left  Paris.  The bitter hostility engendered
between the scholars is testified by several  extant scurrilious epigrams and
verses.32 Undoubtedly the  university teaching system, where private or un-
endowed lectureships remained.  with  the consequential competition for a place
within  it, generated virulent  attacks  on  a rival  scholar’s capabilities. Annual
appointment to an endowed lectureship had  a  like consequence, as reflected in
the quarrel between  Vitelli  and Merula at  Venice  some years earlier.  This  situa-
tion may have determined  Vitelli  to seek  other  patronage.

When did  Vitelli  leave  Paris.  where  did he go. and why? The answers to these
simple questions can  only be based on circumstantial evidence, and hence are
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conjectural. In April 1489 Henry VII, having reluctantly agreed to the Treaty

of Redon (14 February 1489), sent  an English force of six  thousand  to assist

Anne of Brittany against Charles  VIII  of  France, as the Treaty required, and

from its base at Guingcamp the force enjoyed some success. However Anne by

the summer had become suspicious regarding Henry VII’s  real intentions, and

declined to co-operate further with the English force, causing it in September to

retire to Guingcamp.33 Taking advantage of  this  situation, the French king sent

to Henry VII an embassy that included Gaguin. The mission left Paris on 21

August and Gaguin delivered an oration at an audience with the  king, wherein

the monarch was  exhorted  in the name of Charles  VIII  to agree to a peace

treaty.  This, it was claimed by Gaguin, was  sought  so that Charles  VIII  could
recover the kingdom of Naples, rightfully his, but held by ‘a bastard sprig of

Aragon [King Ferrante  d’Aragona]’.  Once recovered the French king intended

to use Naples as the base for a crusade against the  Ottomans, recover what was

lost to them, or die in the attempt. As a concluding aside the French king’s

right was advanced in feudal terms to marry Anne to whom he chose, since she

was his vassal. Chancellor Morton’s devastating reply was to the effect that
Henry VII’s  claim to France was as good as Charles VIII’s to Naples:

‘If therefore the French king shall consent, that  the king our master’s

title  to France, at least tribute for the same [referring to the pension of

50,000  crowns paid annually to the English monarch by Louis XI
from  1475, terminated by Charles  VIII], be handled in the treaty, the

. king is content to go with the rest, otherwise he refuseth to  treat’.

By 16 September the discomforted French mission had reached Boulogne, and

by 24 September was back in Paris awaiting further instructions.“

On the evidence of Bernard André (c. 1450—1522), writing after the event

between 1500 and 1502, on the mission’s return, again with Gaguin, it was met

at Calais by an English delegation under Giovanni Gigli (1434—1498, Oxford

trained and since 1476 an English denizen, bishop of Worcester) where the two

parties appear to  have  achieved nothing, merely exchanged gibes; unsurpris-

ingly on 24 October at the meeting in London the French  embassy’s renewed

offers were rejected.” It was in consequence of such ill-treatment, as Gaguin

saw it, that disgruntled he wrote two epigrams critical of the English monarch.

These, as one would anticipate, are not  dated, but on the evidence of André

th_ey were composed and circulated not long after Gaguin’s return to France

folloWing the failure of his missions.“ Hence it seems they were known in Paris

at the tail-end of the quarrel between the humanist scholars at Paris University.
Gaguin’s two epigrams provided an opportunity for scholars, eager to ingra-
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tiate themselves with  King Henry VII, enabling them to write in reply attacking
Gaguin, in the  hope  of  a  reward in the form of royal patronage. When the sev-
eral scholars involved wrote against Gaguin is not known precisely. However,
André, who wrote some two hundred verses in riposte to  Gaguin, mentioned

two other scholars?"

Then Master Pietro Carmeliano of Brescia [1451—1527, resident in
England since  1481, and recipient of  a  benefice in the Worcester
diocese in  1486, English denizen from 23 April  1488] a  famous  poet
and orator and  most  worthy king’s  secretary [as was the case certainly

by 1496] in  a  witty poem  (which  I  cannot reproduce owing to his
absence at this  time  [so perhaps André  wrote  in 1500, when
Carmeliano was in Calais]) poured scorn to perfection on the same
royal jester [Gaguin]; to say nothing of the biting epigram of the most
eloquent orator Cornelio  Vitelli  [facundisssimus  orator  Cornelius
Vitellius] which  begins:

Siccine  purpureos incessis  carmine  reges?

Legati officio  siccinefunctus  abis?

We ourselves also, being sealed of the  poets’ tribe, raved upon the

fellow, not (as they) in a few lines, but in almost two hundred; .  . .
Thus, booted  and hissed out by these and many like compositions, he
departed in a  great  rage.

One can suppose that Vitelli’s epigram was fuelled by his personal antago-
nism to Gaguin that had developed during his stay in Paris; self-interest would
suggest it was circulated in the safety of England, perhaps  late  in  1489  or early
1490, in a bid for royal patronage. Thus there is a case for Vitelli leaving Paris
for  London, and for contact at court with individuals like André and

Carmeliano." Prior to Bosworth in August 1485 Henry VII had lived in  exile.
Unlike his Yorkist predecessors he tended to favour the service of such foreign-
ers as the two just mentioned. Henry was aware of continental conventions in
conducting affairs between states. Moreover he was disinclined to rely implic-
itly on Englishmen who had had Yorkist connections, though inevitably he
had to turn to  some  for diplomatic negotiations: for instance, John Gunthorpe
(c. 1430—1490) and  Bishop John Shirwood (c. 1426—1493).39

Vitelli, resident in Oxford over the years 1485 and  1486, was in England at

the time of Henry Tudor’s victory over Richard III and accession to the throne.
He was likely to have been aware of the new  king’s  readiness to take foreigners
into royal service, and that humanistic Latin eulogies had proved for  some  an
effective entry to royal patronage. André’s linking of the two names
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Carmeliano and  Vitelli  in the  attack  on Gaguin associated with 1489 may not

have been casual, as the two were likely to have been acquainted, and known to

be by André. Leaving aside possible contact in  Venice  in the late  14705,
Carmeliano had an association with Magdalen College, Oxford, when  Vitelli
was  praelector  at New College. Bishop Waynflete, founder of Magdalen

College, unsurprisingly based its statutes on those of New College; Richard

Mayew, a fellow of the latter, was chosen by Waynflete in 1480 as the new pres-

ident of Magdalen, and it is likely that  Vitelli  was aware of college activities

there. In  1480  Magdalen College had functioning an associated  free  grammar

school, as envisaged by the founder’s statutes. The first known master was

John Anwykyll, certainly in the post in 1483, the year he published anony-

mously a  Latin grammar inspired by the humanist grammarians  Lorenzo  Valla

and Niccolb Perotti, and a companion  Vulgaris  (consisting of Latin sentences

with parallel translation into English). These were printed by the Cologne-born

Theodoric Rood, who by 1479  was renting premises for his press from

Magdalen College; they were printed  also  that  same  year in London by William
de Machlinia, perhaps without authority. One of two short Latin  poems, both

signed by Pietro Carmeliano, that preface the grammar (found in both print-

ings) indicate the author as Anwykyll, and the other  poem  in praise of
Waynflete asserts that it was he who inspired  both  works.“0 In 1485 Rood pub-

lished in Oxford Carmeliano’s edition of the letters translated into Latin at  that
time  assigned  to Phalaris." In  1486  Carmeliano received a royal pension and

the first of his ecclesiastical benefices as a reward for politicking by means of his

writings.42 Vitelli  was likely to  have  been influenced to try a  like approach, per-

haps  hoping to become tutor to the young Prince Arthur (born 19 September
1486). The prince’s infant-teacher, whose name is unknown, was replaced by

John Rede (c.1460—1521), who for  some  years prior to  1484  was a fellow of
New  College, Oxford, when he became Headmaster of Winchester College. He

resigned  from  this  post in  1490  to teach Prince Arthur, and continued in that

capacity until 1496, when André took over from him. Accordingly, assuming

that in 1490 before  Rede’s  appointment  Vitelli  sought to teach the prince it was

not an unrealistic aspiration.“2 There is no evidence as to how long Vitelli

waited in vain, perhaps in London on the fringe of the court. Eventually he

looked for a livelihood at Oxford as  a  private tutor.
By the autumn term of  1490 a ‘Cornelius’, specified as  Italian  and an

orator—André’s  term, likewise, signifying that he held, or had held, a university

post  as reader—was renting chambers from Exeter College, Oxford, and con-

tinued to do so until the end of the summer term of  1492  and had a  male  assis-

tant, or  a  graduate to attend to him. Clearly this was  Vitelli, who having been

praelector  at New College, and held posts of like status in  Venice  and Louvain,
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merited the designation  orator.  The fact that he paid rent at Exeter College indi-
cates  that there  he was a  commensalis, not a fellow of the College."3 There  is no
evidence  that  during this second stay in Oxford  Vitelli  had any university
stipend, so presumably he was tutoring in the humanities in a private capacity,
as in his early days in Padua and Venice, and as he had sought to do in Paris.‘

Another  documentary reference to be assigned to Vitelli’s second Oxford
sojourn is yet more insubstantial. A  ‘Cornelius’, with Cipriano and Niccolb, all
specified as  Italians, were invited by the vice-president of Magdalen College to
lunch  (prandium) in College on Christmas Day, the year being unspecified, but
in fact 1490.“ While nothing is known of the other two Italians, Vitelli, consis-

tently mentioned in Oxford records as  ‘Comelius’ was then in Oxford, and can

certainly be identified as having received the invitation and accepted."5 There
is no record for the period 'providing the names at any one time of the vice-
presidents of the College, a position held in turn by its fellows.“ The invitation,
particularly given the day, may have  been nothing more than festive convivi-
ality. The College was a religious foundation, its president and fellows were
expected  to celebrate Mass in College; Vitelli  was in holy orders.“7 A  fellow of
New College was eligible for election to  a  fellowship at Magdalen, but in 1490
Vitelli did not  have  such  a  fellowship, neither apparently did the other two
Italians. The statutes of Magdalen College otherwise determined by geographi-
cal location within England eligibility for a  College  fellowship, and on those
grounds all three Italians were excluded.“8 In any case the fact that the invita-
tion  did not come from the College president excludes any idea that they were
being considered for such a distinction. However, given Vitelli’s career as  a

teacher, likely to have been known to Carmeliano who had college contacts, a

possible explanation for the invitation to Vitelli and his two fellow Italians is
that they were being vetted as to suitability for the post of  usher  of the
College’s  School, where there possibly was a vacancy or certainly likely soon to
be one. The  School’s  financial records, which relate to payments to the staff,
reveal  that  at Christmas 1490 John Stanbridge was master; there  is a gap in the
records for the usher, or under master, probably appointed on not more than
an annual basis. William(?) Ashe was appointed as usher at Easter  1488  and in
post  still  in  midsummer term  1489, but then may have left: the next entry of
1494  relates to another incumbent.” In any event, the invitation to lunch

appears to  have  had no practical outcome for  Vitelli.
By 4  June  1491  William Grocyn was back in Oxford after studies in the

humanities on the Italian peninsula; at  least  from Hilary term  that  year until
Trinity term  1493  he  renoted rooms at Exeter  College, overlapping there by at
least a year with Vitelli.o Grocyn had been taught initially at Winchester and
was a  student  and fellow at New College, prior to his appointment as reader in
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Divinity at Magdalen College, a post he held during Vitelli’s  first visit to
Oxford.5l There  is  some  circumstantial evidence that Grocyn was  taught  Greek
by Vitelli  before he followed Linacre to Italy about 1488 in order to  perfect  it.
On the peninsula he most likely attended lectures in Florence by Poliziano
(otherwise Angelo Ambrogini, 1454—1494) and by Demetrios Chalconylas
(c.  1423—c. 1510).52 On his return to  Oxford, when he rented rooms at Exeter
College, like  Vitelli  he was a  commensalis, so it is to be presumed privately
taught the humanities, including Greek. He was English, his Oxford reputation
was  high, and he was likely to have been more successful in attracting students
than  was Vitelli. The latter, deluded in his bid for royal patronage as in  that  for
a  university post, was faced with a rival in Grocyn, a former pupil, so decided
to leave Oxford for Italy, where he was probably in  1493, his departure likely to
have been 1n late summer  1492.

There 1s  a  clue perhaps hinting that Vitelli  sought  to establish  himself  1n
Florence, perhaps tutoring privately while aiming at  a  post in the  Studio.  Two
Latin epigrams of Poliziano’s maturity excoriated the barbarous Greek of an
unnamed person, presumably a rival scholar. They are likely to be associated
with his Greek epigram directed at a  ‘Comelius’, who had dared accuse him of
plagiarism. Timing in this instance is impossible with any precision, but the
suggestion is that the accusation was directed at  Poliziano’s  translation from
the Greek into Latin of Herodian of Syria’s ‘History of the Empire from
Marcus  Aurelius to Gordian III (A.D.  180—238)’, and  also  Poliziano’s
‘Miscellanea’, or ‘Prima Centuria’.’3 The former had been undertaken perhaps
early in 1487, as in that summer he presented a copy of his translation to  Pope
Innocent VIII.“ The translation enjoyed a limited circulation in manuscript,
but its wide dissemination  resulted  from three printings within a few months
between June and  late  September 1493.55 The  ‘Miscellanea’ was printed in
Florence, its colophon date being 19 September 1489, when  Vitelli  was seem-
ingly still in Paris.56 Poliziano died of the virulent form of syphilis on 24
September 1494, which suggests his response to  ‘Cornelius’ was likely to have
been at least some weeks before; given the probability that  Vitelli, assuming it
was he, was likely to have read Poliziano’s translation of Herodian in its
printed version, the controversy can perhaps be narrowed to between the sum-
mer of  1493  and mid-1494.57

What are the grounds for identifying ‘Cornelius’ of  Poliziano’s  Greek
epigram with Vitelli? The latter, as has been seen, was sometimes referred to
simply as Cornelio, and he certainly was a Greek scholar, the two being an
uncommon combination.  Vitelli  was wont to criticise harshly the scholarship of
rivals in his bid for patronage: witness his literary attacks on Merula, Balbi,
Andrelini and Gaguin.  Since  Vitelli left Oxford apparently in  1492  and is
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known to have been in Italy in 1508, he could have gone to Florence from
Oxford. Given the fact  that  Poliziano had attracted two of  Vitelli’s  former

students, Linacre and Grocyn, there may have been the elementiof settling a

score. Herodian’s  text  in the original-Greek was rare in manuscript on the
Italian peninsula. Before the translation by Poliziano there had been only one
of the entire Greek  text, though earlier still a translation of  a  small portion
had pointed the way.58 Probably in, 1457 Flavio Biondc') (Blondus, c.  1386—
c. 1463), who knew little Greek, was in possession of the Latin translation of

Herodian, qk Four, Chapter  Two, specially translated for him by Ognibene
di Lonigo, or Leonicenus (born Jacopo Bonisoli, c. 1417—1471). It appears
most  improbable that Ognibene had contemplated translating the entire work,
as accomplished by Antonio Bonfini (c. 1427—1502), who was master at the
public school at Ascoli  Piceno  until his dismissal in early 1477, and from the
autumn of  1478  at  that  of Recanati, departing in the autumn of  1486  to reside
in Hungary at the court of King Matthias Corvinus. In the interim from March
1477 until September 1478, when without  a  post, he dedicated himself to liter-

ary writings, and certainly then translated into Latin Hermogenes’ ‘De  arte
rhetorica’, and the ‘Progymnastica Aphthonis’; even earlier (on the strength of
his Latin  style), or then, he translated Herodian.  These  translations, profes-
sionally copied and illuminated, probably bound in one volume, were pre-
sented to Matthias Corvinus by Bonfini at  Retz, most likely on 20 December
1486. The presentation manuscript is extant (though with folios missing at the
beginning); it remained until 1526 in the royal library at  Buda  and no transcrip-
tion of  that  period is known and no version was printed. For this translation to
have been drawn upon by Poliziano in  1487  and also known to Vitelli probably
in the period  1493—1494, requires the improbable (though not impossible)
coincidence of  a  now lost clandestine copy, otherwise entirely undocumented.
Further, a comparisonpf the two translations indicates little close similarity in
understanding the Greek or in  Latin  style, Bonfini’s being much the inferior on
both counts. - .  -

However, a comparison of the excerpt of Ognibene’s  translation, readily
available in the printed text of  Biondo’s  from  1473, strongly suggests that this
text  was known to Poliziano and influenced his translation; even so at this

point his translation remains faithful to his own Latin style. On existing evi-
dence, therefore, Vitelli’s attack on Poliziano for plagiarism could only have
been on the score of the passage in Biondo. It may have  been an e_cho of the
controversy which years later reached Paolo‘Giovio (1486—1552). The  latter’s
Elogia, composed in 1545, included as a subject both Poliziano and Merula,

and under Poliziano he wrote  that  Leo  X  informed him the translation of
Herodian  by Poliziano  was essentially that of Gregorio Tifernas of Citté di
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Castello (c. 1415—c. 1468).  This  translation is otherwise entirely unknown and

.to be dismissed as a misunderstanding on Giovio’s part.59 As for Vitelli’s attack

on the  ‘Miscellanea’, there is insufficient specific evidence to enable any conclu-

sion to be drawn. It should be noted that according to Giovio no less a scholar

than Merula, at the point of death, was reported to have been about to  com-
ment harshly upon it.60

There is reliable documentation regarding Vitelli’s  later  years, when he was

living within the Florentine  state.  By 9  February 1508 he was rector of  Sant’
Antimo, an ancient and wealthy parish  (pieve) near Monterchi in the diocese of

Arezzo. Characteristically Vitelli was there  a  centre  of contention.  A  few days

after the Florentine conquest of Monterchi, the final right of nomination to the

parish was awarded by Florence on 14 July 1440 to the Captains of the Guelph

of Florence  (Capitani  dz' parte guelfa), as previously it had belonged to the

Officers of the Six of Arezzo. The result was that in the aftermath contested

elections were not infrequent. The Cathedral Chapter of  Cittz‘x di Castello, as in

the past, continued the initial election of the rector, and often without looking
to the higher authority for its approval. Probably shortly before  9  February

1508 the Chapter formally elected Vitelli, who thereupon  took  up his office,

presumably going to reside in the  church’s  rectory. Meanwhile the Florentine
officials, without reference to the Chapter, duly put forward for the office their

own candidate, the Florentine Bernardo di Giovanni Acciaioli. He discovered

that he could not  take  possession, since Vitelli was already there. Despite Leo

X’s subsequent  attempts  to resolve the issue by a redistribution of parishes
within the several dioceses of the locality, Vitelli  was still the rector in 1525,

when a Florentine official drew up the document that is the source for our

knowledge of Vitelli’s last years; no subsequent document remains concerning

the position which Vitelli held until 1554."
The  above  mentioned document of 1525 specified  ‘Messer  Cornelio Vitelli’

as being ‘of  Citté  di Castello’. His election in 1508 by the Chapter of that city’s

cathedral may imply that prior to the election he had resided for  some  years in

Citta‘l  di Castello, or its vicinity, most  likely in  some  ecclesiastical capacity. It

could also  suggest  that in view of his claim to be by birth of  Cortona, he was a

son of the Vitelli who were lords of Citté di  Castello, perhaps born in  Cortona
to  a  woman of that city.62 He may have been illegitimate by birth. This  could
account for family genealogies of  both  Cortona and  Citté  di Castello not

mentioning him, as also for his aggressive temperament. Finally, from about

1493  there is no evidence whatsoever of Vitelli’s interest in scholarship, perhaps

because he then had determined on an ecclesiastical career rather than an

academic one, which despite almost twenty years of dedication had proved so

unrewarding.
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Erasmus mentioned Vitelli very briefly indeed in his  Dialogus Ciceronianus
(published in 1528), attributing his lack of  success  as  a  scholar to his limited

ability.63

Appendix

Document 1

Notatorio di Collegio, Reg. 13, f. 26v (old number 23), Archivio di  Stato,
Venice.

MCCCCLXXXIII“°die prima aprilis

Petente  ac licentiam supplicante Magistro Georgie Merula- Alexandrina,
Rhetoricam et alia humanitatis volumina in hac nostra  Venetiarum  Civitate
legente publice, ut pro curandis certis negotijs non exigui rebus  suis  ponderis,
domum  suam  se transfere possit, cum reservatione lecturae suae. Per infra-
scriptos Dominos Consiliarios et concessum est. Quod ire possit sicuti suppli-
cavit, et ab ea vacare lectura per duos menses  tantum, nullum in so temporis
spacio habendo salarium. Intra quod quidem tempus si redibit locum suum
ingredi ac solitam lecturam suam prosequi queat, sini vero pro Dominorum
eidem loco providebit ut ei videbitur.

Consiliarij

ser Andreas de Molino

ser Joannes Justinianis

ser Mapheus Contarenis

ser Angelus Gabriel

ser Federicus Cornarius et

ser Joannis de Lege

Document  2

Notatorio di Collegio, Reg. 13, f. 30 (old number  27), Archivio di Stato,

Venice.

MCCCCLXXXIII"° Die  Sexto Maij

Infrascripti Domini Consiliarij deliberaverunt ac terminaverunt. Quod loco
Magistri Georgij Alexandrini qui accepta licentia profectus est Mcdiolanum,
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deputetur Cornelius ad publicem legendum donec dictus Magister Georgius

redierit.

Consiliarij

ser Andrea de Molino

ser Ioannes J ustiniano

ser Angelus Gabriel

set Federicus Cornario et

ser Joannes de Lege

Document  3

Senate  Terra, Reg. 9, f. 121, Archivio di  Stato, Venice.

This  document was first published by F. Foffano, ‘Marco  Musuro,

Professore di Greco  a Padova  ed a Venezia’, in  Nuovo  Archivio Veneto, 3

(1892), p. 472.

[MCCCCLXXXIIIJ] die iij deccmbris

Decet officum nostri  dominij soliti non solum prestare favores et modum

verum et incitare et provocare nobiles et cives suos ad capessendas  virtutcs  et

evadendum in viros  doctos  et eruditos cum Georgius qui publico stipendio

docebat  humanitatem  in hac  civitate  nostra relicta lectura discesserit  dare
operam quod eius loco conducatur aliquis excellens vir de quo sperare possit

optatus fructus. Quamobrem cum adierint praesentium nostri dominij multi ex

predictis nostris dediti discipline litteraris et unanimes memoraver'int repperi in

Gynmasio papiensi magistrum Georgium  Vallam  virum non solum in humani-

tate  scientificum sed etiam in philosophia et metaphisica prestantem optimus

moribus ct exemplari vita omatum: qui porrecto ei convenienti partito libentur

veniret ad stipendia nostra. Quod esset cum universali satisfactione et evidenti

utilitate  predictorum studentium nostrorum, VADIT PARS  quod collegium

habeat libertatem faciendi praticare cum predicto magistro Georgio et con-

ducendi efim ad legendum in hac civitate cum stipendio  ducatorum
centunquinquaginta usque ducentos prout melius fieri poterit.

de parte 109
de non 3

non sinc. 5
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Until  Dr Ruth  Chavasse’s  definitive  book  on Sabellico  appears, see F.  Taleo, ‘Coccio,
Marcantonio’, in  Dizionarin biografico degli  italiani, 26  (I982), pp.  SIO—IS; E.  Lee,
‘Sabellico, Marcamonio’, in  Contemporaries oj'Erasmus, ed.  P.G.  Bienlenholz  and  T.B.
Deulscher, Toronto, 3  vols., 1985-87, vol. 3, pp. 181—82; King. Venetian Humanism,
cited  in  note  5, pp.  425-27.

For  Sabellico’s  De  vetustlue Aquileinsis putriae Iiber  .  .  ., printed and published by
Antonio [de Avinione, that is Avignon], no  place  and no  date, see  Catalogue  of Books
Printed  in the  Fifteenth Century now in the  British  Museum: part  7, London, ed. with
additions, 1967, p. 1138, under  Venice, with  a  marginal  note  [by D.E.  Rhodes].  which
corrects  the  place  of printing to Padua, and  provides  the evidence for  this; F.R.  Goff,
lncunabula  in  American Libraries.  New  York, 3rd.  ed. with addenda, 1974, p.  537, 8-10,
where  the  place  of printing is indicated as  Puduu.  Tlu- Catalogue  of Books  .  .  . in the
British  Museum: vol.  7. p.  1138.  suggests the  publication  date  as  '[I482‘?]‘. possibly on the
basis  of M.  Foscarini, Della lollaraluru  I'amcimm  (Venice.  1854), p. 254 n. 3:  'Scrisse  il
Sabellico  questi sei libri  circa l'anno  1482‘:  Goff, Im-mmlmla= p.  357, 8-10, indicates the
publication  date  as being '[belween I48]  and  l483]‘.

There are  problems  relating to  this  printing which  concern Vitelli’s career.  A  manu-
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script  copy of the  work, with somewhat  different contents, was  presented  to Benedetto
Trevisan, Lieutenant of the Friuli, and to the Council of  Udine  probably shortly before
18  October  1482, when the Council  agreed  the work  should  be printed and  allocated a
meagre  ten  ducats  to that  end, see Chavasse, ‘The First Known Author’s  Copyright’,
cited in note 3, p. 17. The manuscript, now  lost, is  known  from a detailed  description  of
its  contents, which  indicate  there  was a dedicatory letter to Giovanni  Emo, the
Lieutenant  of the Friuli who  preceded Trevisan, but not one to the  latter (presumably
Sabellico  did not  want  to  damage  in any way the fine  copy, ordered  when Emo was in
authority, by an  insertion  to take  cognisance  of the change), see  Chavasse, pp.  20—21.
The  book  was  perhaps printed  in  June  1483, see the  text  below at  note  I]. For  Giovanni
Emo  (1425—15 September  1483), see S.  Rumor, Storia  breve  degli  Ema, Vicenza  1910,

‘  pp.  47—52, plates  XXVIII—XXXII, gen.  table  Ib.
Sabellico  commissioned a  second manuscript, which  perhaps  was  copied from  the

published  text, for  presentation  to his  former  patron, the bishop of  Feltre.  This  manu-
script  exists  accompanied  by a prefatory letter to the  bishop, sent from  Venice, dated
merely ‘26  December’, which  Chavasse, pp. 17—18, makes  the  case  for being of  1483.  The
letter  refers  to  poor  printing composition, which  had  caused Sabellico  to change the
work’s  structure; Chavasse, ibid., concluded  this  meant  probably the  Padua  printing was
the  second. the  sheets  of the  first  having been  entirely destroyed. This is a  possible expla-
nation, though on two  grounds  I suggest  an  alternative. Sabellico  may have believed  that
he  needed  to  justify to his  patron  his  delay in sending him as a gift a  manuscript  of his
work, and certainly, unlike  Chavasse, I see no  reason to  suppose the  manuscript sent  was
that  actually used  as printer’s  copy.  More  important  is the consideration of the contents
of the  printed  version.  and the significance of their  arrangement.  The  work  began  with a
list of  sources  and was  followed  by a  brief  poem  of Cinzio da  Ceneda (who  taught at
Spilimbergo and was  a  friend of  Domizio  Calderini.  Sec V.  Joppi, Nuovo  documenta  della
Vila  di  Cinzio C enedexv, Udine  l885.) addressed  to Sabellico; then was  printed  the
undated letter  from  Merula  commending the  history (the letter  was written prior to 18
October I482, since  it was in the  presentation  copy with the  dedicatory letter  to Giovanni
Emo  submitted  in  Udine  by that  date); the  text  of the history followed  and  thereafter  a
series  of  Sabellico‘s  elegies  on the life of the Virgin  Mary (one  of  these  provided  a  tribute
to  various  contemporary literary figures, Vitelli being alongside  Merula: ‘Corneli  huc
udsis, huc cl  Alexis  eat.’, for which, see  Chavasse, pp. 14, 23); Vitelli’s  letter  of  commen-
dation on the  history ran on, followed by Pilade’s  poem, which was  immediately before
the printer’s  colophon  (see  Chavusse, p.  24).  Neither  Vitelli’s  letter nor  Pilade’s poem
were  in the  manuscript presented  before 18  October  1482, see  Chavasse, p. 17 and p. 19
n. 36, somewhat  unspecificully ‘with inclusion of his  [Vitelli’s] letter  in this  edition  [of
Avinione  l483]’. One  would have  expected  Vilelli’s commendation and Pilade’s  poem  to
have been  at the beginning of the  book, next to Merula’s letter, and their location in the
printed  volume  suggests  that they were  a  last  minute  insertion  by Sabellico, presumably
Vitelli’s  commendation  being written  only after he had  obtained  Merula’s  post  early in
May I483, see the text  below  at  note  ll; Pilade's  poem  presumably was written at the
same  time as  Vilelli‘s  letter. In the  presentation  manuscript for the  bishop of  Feltre,
Sabellico’s dedication to him was  followed  immediately by the  text. and at the end of this
there was  neither Vitelli‘s  letter nor  Pilade‘s poem. Perhaps  this slimmed down version  in
comparison  with the existing printed volume  was  because  Sabellico sought to avoid
emphasis  on the  commendation  of  others, when  there  was not that of the  bishop, his  for-
mer  patron.  Of  course time  and the  cost  of  producing a  fine  manuscript  may also  have
been  determining factors.

For Pilade, otherwise Giovanni  Francesco Boccardo  of  Brescia  (d. 1506), see Clough,
‘Thomas Linacre‘. cited  in  note  1, p. 15 n.  2  and M. Cosenza, Biographical  and
Bibliographical Dictionary of the  Italian I-lumanisls.  .  .  1300—1800, Boston, Mass., 6  vols.,
1962-67, vol.  5  (1962), p. 94, under  ‘Buccardus, J.F.’.  In my Vitelli  article  of 1977, cited
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ll.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

above, p. 15,  I  suggested  that  the volume with  Vitelli’s  treatise on  time  dedicated to
Pilade, printed  with his  more  substantial work attacking Merula’s scholarship, was pub-
lished in  ‘the  second  half  of  1481  or early 1482'.  I  now favour  1482  in the  light  of the
Apologia  supporting Merula under the name of  Paolo  Romuleo (probably a pseudo-
nym), published in  Venice  in  1482,  see  Clough,  p. 15.  Sabellico  supposedly disregarded
the bitter  conflict  over scholarship on  Vitelli’s  part, as evident in the printed edition
under consideration, when he wrote the  elegy linking the names of  Vitelli  and Merula
(see the line  quoted  above), which is  found  in the manuscript presented in Udine on
18 October 1482. Moreover in his  printed attack Vitelli  wrote that Merula had  been
teaching in  Venice  for  sixteen  years, which was  true  in  1482  (nearly two years teaching
there privately, for  which  see  note  23 below, followed  by sixteen  as  State  rhetorician, as
was the  case  in 1482). For  Sabellico’s  likely awareness of the quarrel and its consequences
for his publication of about June  1483, see the  text  here  above  note  12.

For the death of  Antonio  de  Avinione,  a  bookseller of Padua, see  Chavasse,  ‘The First
Known  Author’s  Copyright . . .’, cited in  note  3, pp.  [8—19. Sabellico’s history of the
Friuli is the  only work  known that  Antonio de  Avinione  printed and  also  published;
certainly it is of  poor quality in terms of its  printing and production. The various compli-
cations associated with this  edition  have generally been overlooked. E. Cochrane,
Historians  and  Historiography in the  Italian Renaissance,  Chicago 1981,  p. 83, does not
mention  it, merely providing a  few lines on the history based on the  text  in Sabellico’s
Opera; King, indicated at the  head  of  this  note, does not mention the  history at all.

For Paolo  Romuleo  and the  Apologia, see note 10  above;  for Merula's  castigation  of
Sabellico’s  history, see  Chavasse, ‘The  First Known Author’s  Copyright’,  cited in  note  3,
p. 21.

Chavasse, ibid., pp. 13, 18, and  Tateo, ‘Coccio, Marcantonio’,  cited in  note  10, pp.
511—12. For the importance of  Sabellico’s  history of the  Friuli  for his career, see
Chavasse, pp. 19-20.

For the authorization, see the minutes, dated  3  December  1484,  document number  3  in
Appendix. For Ermolao  Barbaro’s  part in  promoting Valla,  see note  9  above.

For Giorgio  Valla, see King, Venetian Humanism, cited in  note  5, pp.  439-40.  Valla  was
appointed to Pavia University probably to  commence  lectures early in 1483, see P.L.
Rose, ‘Bartolomeo  Zamberti’s  funeral  oration  for the  humanist  encyclopaedist Giorgio
Valla’, in  Cultural Aspects  of the  Italian  Renaissance. Essays  in  Honour  of P. 0.  Kristeller,
ed. C.H.  Clough, Manchester  1976,  p. 308 n. 2, though precisely when is not indicated; it
is not  known  either  when  precisely Valla  began lecturing in  Venice, cf.  ibid.  For  Valla  see
also  note  7  above.

For the Peace of  Bagnolo, see note  4  above.  University appointments being controlled  by
the  government  of a city on the Italian peninsula is considered in  some  detail  in CH.
Clough, Gli  'Studia  humanitatis' nelle  Marche  a!  quattrocento  e  la  carriera  di  Antonio
Bonfini, Ascoli Piceno, forthcoming.

The minutes, dated  3  December  1484, are  document  number 3 in Appendix.

For  Barbara’s  promotion of  Valla, see note  9  above;  Romuleo’s  defence of Merula, viru-
lent in its  attack  on Vitelli, published in  1482  (see  the  text  above  at note 12) was dedicated
to Dandolo, hence one can  suppose that  he too was opposed to  Vitelli.

Daxhelet, ‘Notes  sur l’humaniste italien Cornelio Vitelli’, cited in  note  9, pp.  88—89.

Clough, ‘Thomas  Linacre’, cited  in  note  1, pp.  17—19,  and for the visit to Oxford in  late
March  1486, see p. 19 n. 2.

R. Weiss, Humanism  in  England during the  Fifteenth Century, Oxford,  3rd ed.  rev., 1967,
pp. 134—35.
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22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

For  Flemming’s  Greek  learning and career founded on the  humanities,  see C.H.  Clough,
‘Late Fifteenth-Century English  Monarchs Subject to  Italian  Renaissance  Influence’,  in
England  and the  Continent, ed. John Mitchell, Harlaxton  Symposium  XVI Papers,
1996, in memory of Andrew Martindale, Stamford  2000, pp.  303—06; for  Selling,  see J.
Greatrex, Biographical Register  of the  English Cathedral Priors  of the  Province  of
Canterbury,  c.  1066—1540, Oxford  1997, pp.  282—84, revised by the present writer's entry
for The New  Dictionary of National Biography, forthcoming.  For Chaundler’s knowledge
of Greek  texts, see Weiss, Humanism  in  England,  cited in  note  21, p. 135.

For  Merula, see the  extract  of the minutes relating to his appointment, dated
28  November I468, published  by Segarizzi,  ‘Cenni sullc  scuole  . .  .’,  cited  in note 3, p. 651
n. 3: ‘et  annos  iam circiter  duos’, and see  also  note  10  above.  For  Filelfo, see the minutes
relating to his appointment, dated  7  March  1460, printed in Castellani, ‘Documenti
veneziani inediti  .  . .’, cited  in note 3, p.  370.  For George of Trebizond, see  Monfasani,
George  of Trebizond, cited in  note  3, pp.  29—33, 146, and see  note  24  below;  he had previ-
ously left  Venice  in 1437.

George of Trebizond was a Greek, as his name  implies, and the minutes  relating to his
appointment, dated  4  October  1460, published by G.  Castellani, ‘Giorgio  da  Trebizonda.
Maestro di  eloquenza  a  Vincenza  e  a  Venezia’, in  Nuovo  archivio veneto, 11  (1896),
pp.  139—41, mentioned: ‘Giorgius  magna  exhibita cura  in  latinum  dc  greco’; for the
nature of  these  minutes, see p. 139 n. l, and Monfasani, George  of Trebizond, cited in
note 3, p. 146 n. 56. For  Brognolo  in general, sec King, Venetian  Humanism, cited in  note
5, pp.  342—43; see the minutes relating to his appointment, dated 1  June  1466, published

. by Segarizzi, ‘Cenni sulle  scuole’, cited in  note  3, p. 645 n. l (where the reference to
Reg. 12 should read Reg. 10):  ‘nam  tam  literis latinis  et  grecis  eruditi’.

Sanudo, De  origine, cited in  note  3, p. 31, referring to  Valla’s  competence:  ‘ottimo  gram-
matico, et greco perfettissimo’.

Clough, ‘Thomas  Linacre’, cited in  note  1, pp. 19—20.

G.  Rill, ‘Bruno, Ludovico’, in  Dizionario  biografico  deg/i  italiam', XIV (1972), pp.  669—71,
and H. De  Vocht, Monumenta  Humanistica  La  vaniensia: Texts  and  Studies  about Louvain
Humanists  in the  First Half of the  X  Vlth Century (Humanistica  Lovaniensia, 4) Louvain,
1934, p.  304, where, however, Ludovico  is  conflated  with Enrico  Bruno, likewise of
Acqui, who  became that city’s  bishop in  1484; for  this  problem, see C. Eubel, Hierarchia
catholica  medii aevi.  . . Munster, rev.  ed., II  (1914), p. 91; III  (1923), p. 113.

De  Vocht, Monumenla Humanistica Lavaniensia  .  . .  ,  cited  in  note  27, p. 305, which
indicates precisely the  Louvain University records  relating to  Vitelli;  G.  Tourney, ‘New
evidence on the  Italian humanist  Cornelius  Vitellius  (c.1440—1500)’, in  Lias, 5
(Amsterdam, 1978), pp.  13—8; G.  Tourney, ‘Vitelli, Cornelio’, in  Contemporaries  of
Erasmus, cited in note 10, III, p.  404.

For the request and its  granting, see L.  Thuasne, ‘Notice biographique’, in R. Gaguin,
Epistole  et  orationes, ed. L. Thuasne, Paris, 2  vols., 1903-04, vol.  1 (1904), p. 92.  Note:
Vitelli’s  arrival  in Paris is  correctly dated  as  being in  1489  at p. 84 n. 3, but erroneously as
in  1488  at p. 90; this  confusion is  likewise  in L. Delaruelle, Guillaume  Bude', Paris  1907,
p. 22, while 1488  is  wrongly indicated  by R. Weiss, ‘Cornelio Vitelli  in France and
England’, in  Journal  of the  Warburg Institute; 2  (1939), p. 221. For the  time  of the lecture,
see  Thuasne, p. 92, n. 3: ‘ut  omnes poetae  indiscriminatim unica hora  duntaxat, post
prandium, a deputatis  Universitatis  praecepta legerentur’.  My understanding of
‘prandium’ is the  light  meal of the forenoon, corresponding to lunch; Weiss, p.  222, mis-
takes  this  as being the evening meal, so  unjustifiably concluded  this  showed on the part
of the  university authorities ‘a certain apprehension lest lectures in  humanistic  subjects
interfered  with  more  traditional studies’; my suggestion  is rather the contrary one: the
authorities wanted  to encourage humanistic studies, but at no  cost  to the university.  I  am
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30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

very grateful to Dr.  Cobban  for  clarification  of these  matters.
For  these requests  acceded  to by the university, see  Thuasne, ‘Notice biographique’, cited
in  note  29, I, p. 92 n. 2; for Andrelini, and his  arrival  at  Paris, see  ibid., vol.  I, pp. 90—91
and  Cosenza, Biographical  and  Bibliographical Dictionary, cited  in  note  10, vol.  5, p. 23;
for  Balbi, see G.  Tournoy-Thoen, ‘Balbi, Girolamo‘, in  Contemporaries  of Erasmus, cited

in Note 10 pp. 88-89, Thuasne, vol.  1, pp. 87-88, and  Cosenza, vol.  5, p. 48.

For Balbi’s quarrel with Tardif, see  Thuasne, “Notice  biographique’, cited  in  note  29,
pp. 89—90, 92, 339 n.  I  (for  1486) and D. Mancini, The  Usurpation  of Richard  III, ed.
C.A.J. Armstrong, Oxford, 2nd  ed., 1969, editor’s “Introduction”, p. 41—42; for his  quar-
rel with Andrelini, whom he accused of  heresy and falsely said  was  condemned  to be
burnt, see  ibid., pp. 9l-93; for  that  with Vitelli. see  ibid.  Weiss, ‘Cornelio Vitelli in  France
and  England”, cited in  note  29, pp. 221—22. saw the infighting as  planned  by Balbi in  a
sophisticated  way;  first  Balbi won  Vilelli‘s  favour in  order  to get the latter’s  backing to
destroy Andrelini's  reputation, which  resulted  in Andrelini  attacking Vitelli’s  scholar-
ship.  Then Balbi turned  against  Vitelli.  This  could have  been  what  happened, but the var-
ious literary works  of the  three  scholars  that  testify to the  quarrels  cannot  be  closely
dated, so stages in the  quarrel  are not  certainly identifiable; and see also  Note  325 and
G.  Tournoy ‘The  Literary Production of  Hieronymus Balbus  at Paris, in  Gutenberg

Jahrbuch  1978(1978), pp.  70—77.

Weiss, ‘Cornelio Vitelli in  France  and  England’, cited  in  note  29, pp. 221—23, provides  a
detailed  account  of the  literary quarrels  between  the  various  scholars  as indicated in note
31 above and (p. 22]) prints  in  full  Balbi’s  verse  flattering Vitclli, and  also  gives the
source  for that by Vitelli which attacked  Andrelini‘s  scholarship; cfi for Gaguin and
Balbi, see Thuasne, ‘Notice  biographique‘, cited in  note  29, pp. 91-92; for Balbi  leaving
Paris, see  ibid..  pp. 94. 96; for Andrelini’s  support  at the university, see  ibid., p. 93. For
Andrelini’s  verse directed  at Vitelli, see  ibitl., p. 91 n. 2.

For this background to  Gaguin‘s  mission, see A. Dupuy, Hisloire  de  la  réum'on  tle Ia
Brelagne  [1 la  France, Paris, 2  vols., 1880, II, pp. 175—95; G.  Temperley, llenry VII,
London, 1917, pp. 91—6; L.  Thuasne, ‘Un diplomate d’autrefois. Les missions de  Robert
Gaguin  (1433—1501)’, in  Revue  d'hisloire diplomatique, 30  (1916), pp.  456—91.  For the
‘tribute’, see  Calendar  of State Papers:  Venice, ed.  Rawdon  Brown, I  (1202—1509), pp.
182-83 no.  556, relating to the English king’s  demands  as  detailed  by the  papal  ambas-
sador  to the king of  France, sent from Tours, 6  October 1489.

For the embassy, see Thuasne, ‘Notice biographique’, cited  in  note  29, pp.  77—81;
Thuasne, p. 78 n. I, correctly indicates that through following an  error  in  Rymer’s
Foedera, H.-F. Delaborde, L’expe'dition  de  Charles  VIII  en  Italic, Paris  1888, p.  215, like
Materials  for  a  History of the  Reign  of Henry VI], ed. William Campbell, London, 2
vols., 1873—79, vol.  2, p.  550, and following them other scholars subsequently, wrongly
assign Gaguin’s  embassy to  early 1491.  It is  correctly in  context  in  H.L.R.  Edwards,
‘Robert  Gaguin and the English  Poets, 1489—90‘, under  “Miscellaneous  Notes", in
Modern  Language  Review, 32 (1937), p. 430, as  also  by Weiss, ‘Cornelio Vitelli in  France
and England’, cited  in  note  29, p.  223.  The  account  above  follows Edwards (pp.  430-31)
regarding the  audience  with  Henry VII, and this  derives  from Bernard  André, writing 0.
1500, as published in  Memorials  of Henry VII, ed. J.  Gairdner, Rolls  Series, London
1858, pp.  55—57, incorrectly dated  1487, and see note 35  below  for the  date  of  André’s
composition.

Edwards, “Robert  Gaguin and the  English  Poets‘. cited  in note 34, pp.  430-3].  For
André  writing his narrative  between 1500  and  l502, but  probably late  l500  when
Carmeliano  was in  Calais, see the passage quoted in the  text  at  note  36; the  narrative
indicates that  Cardinal  John  Morton  was  deceased, and he  died  in  October  1500;
Carmeliano  was  abroad  with the king in  l500, see M.  Firpo, Carmeliano, Pietro’, in
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36.

37.

Di:i0nario  biografico  (Iegli  italiani, vol.  20 (1977). pp. 4l0—13, at p:  411.  For Giovanni
Gigli. see  Weiss,  ‘Lineamenti  di una  biografia  di Giovanni Gigli,  collettore  papale  in
Inghilterra e  vescovo  di  Worcester  (1434-1498), in  Riviml  (Ii  sloria  della chiesa  in  Italia,
vol.  I  (I947), pp. 379—91, and  also  Weiss, Humanism  in  England,  cited  in  note  21, p.  198.

The  verses  are in  Cambridge,  Trinity College,  MS.  “57,  f.  65',  see  Weiss, ‘Cornelio
Vitelli in  France  and England‘, cited in  note  29, p. 223 n. 9.  André’s  narrative, quoted  by
Edwards,  ‘Robert  Gaguin and the English Poets”, cited in note 34, p. 341: ‘They were
sent us again bearing certain  articles  which our king found in no way satisfactory.
Wherefore  the  said  Gaguin was  roused  to fury and dashed off  some insolent lines  against
the king, beginning. Sitting mm  crebrisfruslra conventibus  Anglos  Quaerimusn

Andre, as  quoted  In  Edwards  Robert Gaguin and the English  Poets’,  cited' 1n  note  34,
,  p. 43]: cf.  Weiss  'Cornelio Vilelli  In  France  and  England” cited  m  note  29, p. 223, and

38.

39.

40.

4l.

there at  note  IO  Weiss  indicated he was  preparing a  paper  on the  literary coalition against  '
Gaguin, though  this  was  never  published,  perhaps in the light of the study by Edwards.
Vitelli‘s  epigram clearly took  up Gaguin’s  verse  as in the  extract quoted  in note 36. For
these  verses  see  also D.R.  Carlson,  Englixh Humanist Books: Writers  and  Patrons,
Manuscript  and  Print.  1475—1525, Toronto  1993. p. 77, assigning Gaguin’s  poems  to‘
1490, and through  misreading André  wrongly states  that  Giovanni  Gigli  answered  with a
poem, adding:  ‘No  formal  copies  of any of the  verse  from  this  incident survive;  and  there
may not have  been  any,  the  English  responses  against Gaguin may have been “pre-
sented‘ at  court  orally, If at all” whlch  hkevwse  errs: Carmellanospoem  1s m  Cambridge,
Trinity College MS “57, f  65",‘ see  Weiss.  p  223 n. ll, and printed In full by Edwards!
p.  432:  only the  first  two  lines  of Vitelli  5 reply are  known  (from Andre" s  narrative,
quoted In the text  above  this note);  Andre’ s entire  poem  is lost, see  Edwards,  p.  431.

Cf Weiss, ‘Cornelio Vitelli' In  France  and  England ,  cited  m  note  29, p.  223.

Clough, ‘Late  Fifteenth-Century English Monarchs’, cited in  note L22, respectively 'at
pp. 3l2, 309-10.  315.

For the school, see Virginia  Davis.  William Waynflele:  Bishop and  Eddaiuionalist,
Woodbridge 1993, pp.  82-85,  and N.  Orme.  Education  in  Early Tudor England:
Magdalen College. Oxford.  and Its  School.  1480—1540,  Oxford [998, pp.  4—6; for'
Waynflete’s  statutes,  which included a  school,  see  Davis,  pp. 80-8], and  Orme,  pp.  4—5,
8. For Anwykyll, see Orme, pp.  15—17,  68; for the printing of .the  grammar  and
Carmeliano‘s  verses, see  ibid.,  pp.  15—16, and  Davis,  pp.  85—87; also Carlson,  English
Humanisl  Books, cited in  note  37, pp.  135, 200 n. 28.  Copies  of  Anwykyll’s  grammar  are
listed in Goff.  Incunabula  in  American Libraries,  cited in note 10, p. 48, A—9l9,  A—920.
For  Rood  renting from the College  premises  for his  press, see  Davis,  p. 86.

Phalaris,  Epislolae  translated  from the  Greek  by Francescé Griffolini of  Arezzo,  ed.
Pietro Carmeliano, see Carlson, English Humanist  Books, cued  In  note  37, pp.  135, 200 _n.
28; for two  copies  and two  fragments  of the edition in Oxford, see D. E. Rhodes, A,
Catalogue  of lncwmbula  in all the  Libraries  of Oxford University outside  the  Bodleian,
Oxford  I982,  p. 268 no  1393.  For Carmeliano’ 5  work on  Phalaris,  see  also  A. F. Sutton
and L.  Visser-Fuchs, ‘Richard  III’s  Books XIV.  Pietro Carmeliano’s early publica-
tions.  ,in The  Ricardian  Xno.  132  (March, 1996). pp 350—8, 361—2.

For Carmeliano  s  poetic  and  prose  Latin  works  presented_ to  monarchs  and  royal  offi- I
cials  from  I482.  see  Carlson,  EnglishHumanist  Books,  cited  m  note 37, pp. 36—57; for the
pension.  see p. 37; for the  benefices,  see  Firpo,  ‘Carmeliano,  Pietro’,  cited in  note  35,
p. 41]; that m  the  diocese  of Worcester  (presumably Giovanni  Gigli’ 5  gift) received
27 April  I486; that  m  the gift of Christ Church  Priory received  15  February 1488; that
from  Hyde  Abbey received 8  April  I488. These  Carmeliano acquired  before  he was a-
priest; on 18  April  1489 he was  subdeacon;13 June  1489  deacon;  ordained priest  as
rector  of St.  George‘s, Southwark, only on Io  April  1490, see  ibid;  see  also'Suttoh  and
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Visser-Fuchs, pp.  346—86, and cf. A.F.  Sutton  and L.  Visser-Fuchs, Richard III’s  Books,
Stroud, 1997, index references to Carmeliano.

For the teachers of Prince  Arthur, see D.R. Carlson, ‘Royal Tutors in the Reign of
Henry VII’, in The  Sixteenth  Century Journal, 22 (1991), pp. 255—56, 259, 261; N. Orme,
From Childbirth  to  Chivalty:  The  Education  of the  English Kings  and  Aristocracy,
1066—1530,  London, 1984, pp. 18, 23, 105, 155.

Clough, ‘Thomas Linacre .  .  .’, cited in  note  1, p. 11. He paid in  rent  4s a term, see p. 11
n. 2, not 5s, as in Weiss, ‘Cornelio  Vitelli  in France and England’, cited in note 29, p. 225
n. 5. The  Register.  .  .  ,  cited by Clough, p. 11 n.  2  provides  various entries  relating to the
chambers he rented, and its heating. For his male servant, see the extract  from  Magdalen
College  ‘Bursary Books’, quoted in note 44  below.

Three small  Victorian  guardbooks  with  the spine-title ‘Bursary Books’ are in the
Archives, Magdalen  College, Oxford. Dr  Robin  H. Darwall-Smith, the  Archivist  most
kindly traced the  relevant  entry in the manuscript  with  the shelf-number  CP/8/50, f. 17
(pencil  foliation) at the  top.  Moreover he has generously provided the transcription (the
abbreviations expanded in square brackets): ‘In die  Natalis  d[o]m[ini] ad  pran[dium] cum
m[agist]ro  Vicep[residente] Orator Cornelius eodem die ad pran[dium] cum so  (sic)
Cyprianus et Nicholaus ytalici. Item  eodem die ad pran[dium] cum so  (sic) famulis [per-
haps  assistant, or attendant graduate] ipsius Cornelii’. In the  College’s  ‘Liber  Nominum’,
the  Steward  for the week  that  included  Christmas  Day 1490 noted  there were 30 fellows,
8  clerks, 24 scholars and 14 scholars  (sic), which  indicates the  number  of the  College
members then in residence; Dr Darwall-Smith  found  this was precisely the  total  number
indicated  in residence for the second week of the second  term  of  1490/91  (noted as includ-
ing Christmas  Day) in the  College’s  ‘Liber  Computi’.  He  also  checked to see  this  corre-
spondence was no coincidence. Accordingly, in the  light  of Dr Darwall-Smith’s
researches, the year of Vitelli’s  visit  to Magdalen College can safely be accepted as 1490.
See  also  Clough, ‘Thomas Linacre’, cited in  note  I, pp.  “-12, particularly p. 12 n. 1.

The passage  quoted  in note 44  above  regarded  Vitelli’s visit  makes  it evident  that  he
actually ate in college.

Dr Darwall—Smith  assures  me that this is the  case.

Davis, William  Waynflete, cited  in  note  40, p. 81.

Ibid.

For Stanbridge as Master and for Ashe as  Usher, see  Onne, Education  in  Early Tudor
England, cited in  note  40, pp. 72—73.

In April  1492 Vitelli  may have  had a  meal  in New College, Oxford, though  the evi—
dence for  this  remains elusive, see  Clough, ‘Thomas  Linacre’, cited in  note  1, p. 18 n. 2.

Clough, ‘Thomas  Linacre’, cited in  note  1, p. 22.

For  Grocyn’s  career, see A.B. Emden, A Biographical  Register  of the  University of
Oxford  to  A.D. 1500,  Oxford, 3 vols., 1957—59,  vol.  2  (1957), pp. 827—30; Weiss,
Humanism  in  England during the  Fifteenth Century, cited in  note  21, pp.  173-74, mentions
Erasmus as explicitly saying that  Grocyn  learnt  the rudiments of Greek in England, and
adds other testimony. However, Weiss’ conclusion: ‘Chronology is against  Vitelli  having
been  his first  master  . .  .’ can be  dismissed  since it was based on the  assumption  that
Vitelli  was not in England before  1488, the  year  Grocyn  left  for Italy. See  also  C.H.
Clough, ‘A Treasure of the Sydney Jones Library: A  Volume that Belonged  to William
Grocyn’, in The  University of Liverpool Recorder, no. 92  (April, 1983), pp. 147—50.

Clough, ‘Thomas  Linacre’, cited  in  note  1, p. 22.

Ibid., where  there  is the error of ‘Herodotus‘ for ‘Herodian’. For the Greek epigram
directed at  a  ‘Cornelius’, sec Poliziano, Epigrammi greci, ed. and trans. into Italian by
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A.  Ardizzoni, Florence  1951, p. 14 no.  XVIII, trans. p. 52. For  Poliziano’s Latin  poems,
see I. Ma'x'er, Ange Politien:  La  formation d’un  paéte Immaniste  (1469—1480),  Geneva
1966, p. 15] n. 66, where they are  linked  to the Greek epigram, but the  ‘Cornelius’ is not
identified; no dates are  there  assigned, though  it is suggested  they were  late  work. Weiss,
‘Comelio  Vitelli  in France and  England’, cited  in note 29, p. 219 n. 4, accepted the
‘Cornelius’ might  have been  Vitelli.  For the printing of  Poliziano’s  Miscellanea, see Goff,
lncunabula  in  American Libraries, cited  in  note  10, p.  502, P—890; for its previous  circula-
tion  in  manuscript, see  Ma'l'er, p.  429.

For the date of work on the  translation  of Herodian, and the presentation in July or
August 1487, see I. Ma'ier, Les  manuscripts  d'Ange Politien, Geneva  1965, pp. 101—102.

See  Goff, Incunabula  in  American Libraries, cited in  note  10, p.  293, H—85, H—86, H—87.

For the  printing, see  note  53  above; for  Vitelli  probably in Paris  then, or  possibly in
London, see the  text  above  between notes 28 and 38.

For Poliziano’s  death, see  Juliana Hill  Cotton, ‘Death  and  Politian’, in  Durham
University Journal, no. 46 (June  1954), pp.  96—105; published  privately in an extended
version, 16 pp. and  2  plates.

R.R.  Bolgar, The  Classical  Heritage  .  .  ., Cambridge  1953, p.  476, under  ‘1468’ indicates
only Bessarion’s  manuscript, which  passed by his  will  to the Library of San Marco,
Venice; for two copies in Florence, see  note  59  below.

What  follows regarding the translations is taken  from  R.P.  Oliver, ‘Era plagiario
Poliziano  nelle sue  traduzioni  di Epitteto  e  di  Erodian07’, in II  Paliziano e  il suo  tempo:
Am’ del  I V convegno inlernaziouale  di  sludi  sul  rinascimento, Firenze  1954, Florence 1957,
pp. 262—71. For the  printings  of  Biondo’s  work, see  Goff, Incunabula  in  American
Libraries, cited in  note  10, p.  114, under  ‘BLONDUS’, B—703, 13—704. For the  manu-
script  with  the Greek  text  used by Poliziano, and another copy of the  text  in Florence, see
EB. Fryde, Greek Manuscripts  in the  Private Library of the  Medici, 1469—1510,
Aberystwyth, 2  vols., 1996, vol. 2, pp. 555—56. For the manuscripts of the actual  transla-
tion  by Poliziano, and  their  copies, see A. Campana, ‘Osservazioni  sui  manoscritti della
versione di  Erodiano’ (only a  synopsis, without  notes), in II  Poliziano e  il suo  tempo  . .  .  ,
p. 333.  Giovio’s  remarks are accessible in P.  Giovio,  An  Italian Portrait Gallery,  being a
translation  by EA. Gragg of his  Elogia doctorum virorum, Boston Mass., 1935, p. 68.

Giovio, An  Italian  Portrait Gallery, pp.  67—68.

Florence, Archivio di  Stato, ‘Capitani di Parte Guelfa, Numeri rossi’,  pezzo  35, f. 103.
Cf. B. Giorni, Manterchi,  Monterchi  1974,  pp.  144—46, 149;  repeated in the 4th ed.,  rev.
1999, pp.  140—41, 143—44.  Bernardo, son of  Giovanni  Acciaioli is not indicated in
C. Ugurgicri della Berardenga, Gli  Acciaiali  di  Firenze, Florence, 2  vols., 1962.

Clough, ‘Thomas  Linacre’, cited in note 1, p. 12 and n. 4, and for  Vitelli’s  own claims to
be of  Cortona,  see also  Daxhelet,  ‘Notes sur  l’humaniste italien Cornelio  Vitelli’,  cited in
note  9, pp. 83 n. 2, 84 n. 2. For the reference to him being of  Cittz‘l  di Castello, see the
document indicated in  note  61.

De  Vocht, Monumenta Humanistica Lovaniensia  . . .  , cited  in note 27, p. 305;
D. Erasmus,  Opera omm'a,  ed. J. Clerici,  Leiden,  10 vols.,  1703—1706,  I, p. 1010 at
section  C.
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